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L3 Harris presents: Controller Pilot Data Link Communications:
Helping air traffic controllers and pilots operate more efficiently
Data Communications (Data Comm) is one of the FAA’s
NextGen programs implementing Controller Pilot Data
Link Communications (CPDLC) between air traffic controllers and pilots so they can more efficiently and safely
transmit clearances, advisories, flight crew requests, and
other essential messages with the touch of a button.

Anu Shreedaran is an air traffic controller at Los Angeles International Airport (LAX) and a member of

the National Air Traffic Controllers Association (NATCA).
Air traffic controllers like Anu help ensure the successful
deployment of programs like Data Comm. In 2019, she
became the National TDLS Article 114 NATCA Representative. In this role, Anu helps with testing new software
releases, liaising with other equipment groups and users
Data Comm requires a complex integration of systems
to ensure interoperability, and prioritizing towers’ needs
and people from the pilots, aircraft avionics, air-ground
and requests for successful use and enhancement of the
network, ATC automation, and controllers. Under contract software.
to the FAA, L3Harris provides air ground network and engineering services to assist the FAA in successfully delivering Data Comm benefits to controllers and airspace us“The Data Comm program has been well-received at LAX
ers.
and other towers around the nation, due in part to the
planning and coordination with all affected customers,
including the program office, contractors, engineers, trainStarting with the departure clearance service, Data Comm ing departments, and with controller and pilot input,” she
has cleared over 10 million flights, saved 2.51 million
explained. “This system really incorporates the best ideas
minutes of radio time, prevented 20.51 million kilograms
and creativity from numerous parties to implement the
of CO2 emissions and prevented over 135,005 readback
software in a safe and timely
errors at 62 airports across the USA.
manner. We continue to receive
positive feedback for decreased
re-route delays, reduced freMoranda Reilly, a project manager with L3Harris, and quency congestion, and overall
her team are responsible for tracking the benefits of the
improved functionality for both
Data Comm program. Since there is no FAA mandate for controllers and pilots that ultiairspace users to equip and use CPDLC, the business
mately leads to increased safety
case for Data Comm is based solely on the benefits an
and efficiency in the National
aircraft operator gets from the service. Data Comm has
Airspace System.”
demonstrated there are measurable benefits, from reduced delays and fuel savings to increased safety from a
reduction in hearback and readback errors. It is MoData Comm is expanding into en
randa’s teams’ job to track actual, real world results so
route operations that will further
that airline and business aviation users see that the bene- reduce delays related to weather
fits in equipping for Data Comm greatly outweigh the
and congestion as well as recosts.
duce controllers’ workloads by

allowing them to digitally send messages and clearances
to the flight crews without having to do so over voice com“I love the aviation industry and I feel grateful to work on a munications. With air traffic volume and complexity conprogram that is bringing tangible benefits to controllers,
tinuing to evolve, the FAA and L3Harris stand ready to
pilots, passengers and the National Airspace System.”
deliver even greater operational excellence to ensure that
says Reilly. “Quantifying bene- our National Airspace System will continue to be the saffits for these groups is not only est, most efficient in the
interesting but also rewarding.
world.
The moment when the ‘lightbulb
goes off’ after an operator has
digested the data that my team
has provided them, and they
start to understand the savings
their airline is or could be reScan the QR Code to watch
ceiving by using Data Comm is a video from L3Harris supvery fulling. Operators are
porting women in aviation.
choosing to equip aircraft and
participate in Data Comm because of this data.”
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Adapting to a New Normal
By Richard A. Klumpp, Jr., PMP, SAIC
Last March, the world of FAA controller training
turned upside-down as the pandemic accelerated and
SAIC was wrapping up work on the Controller Training
Contract (CTC). The FAA evaluated the offerors for the
follow-on Controller Training Solutions (CTS) contract and
SAIC had been selected to fulfill that requirement. In midMarch, the FAA paused training at field facilities and the
FAA Academy indefinitely. At the time, nobody really understood how much the virus would affect our lives.
At the FAA Academy, our Air Traffic Basics
(ATB) team was finishing a Second Course Conduct of a
web-based version of the ATB course. The FAA had us
develop this course in conjunction with AJI, NATCA and
the FAA Academy. This version moved the course to a
web-based environment. When in-person training was
suspended due to the pandemic, the FAA made a decision to begin delivering the ATB course virtually – a new
training model for the FAA and our instructor team. Our
ATB team quickly rolled into the unchartered territory of
the virtual world. The strengths of a few tech savvy instructors (what is Zoom?!) enabled our team to deliver a
viable course that has already been taught to over 50 ATB
classes.
Our ATB Domain Manager, Cindy Barnhart, said
it best, “In just a year, ATB has morphed into a blended
course that allows students to take in massive amounts of
information at their pace and then have it brought together
with the lively interaction of seasoned classroom instructors operating in the Zoom environment. It is a remarkable
example of teamwork at its finest—to include FAA and
SAIC management, instructors, tech support and students.”

out there!” The work has been so successful that our team
has expanded support to ATC Level 7 facilities.
While the pandemic has had a significant impact
on training, system modernization was still moving forward. In Las Vegas, the L30/LAS teams were on track to
go live with Metroplex airspace changes in February
2021. Shortly after the CTS contract began delivery in
July 2020, the FAA CTS PMO assigned SAIC to help L30/
LAS update their curriculum to include these significant
changes. Every route, SID, STAR, and approach
changed; the airspace boundaries and MVA’s changed;
the way they deliver aircraft to and from the ARTCC
changed; just about everything changed except the aircraft call signs and the location of the airport.
SAIC’s instructional design team worked closely
with our LAS/L30 training team and their FAA partners,
led by the Las Vegas Support Manager for Training. On
the training side, we supported the training of the entire
CPC team at each facility in time for the changes to go
live in late February. On the ISD side, we worked with the
Las Vegas Support Manager for Training and the NATCA
SMEs to include the changes in the Stage Training materials for incoming personnel.

The Las Vegas Support Manager for Training
captured the task for our team. “They have been carrying
the bulk of the workload associated with revamping all
training materials at two ATC Level 11 facilities (L30 and
LAS) that had their training programs rendered obsolete
by Metroplex. Individually and collectively, they have performed beyond any expectation we originally had of the
development team. They have assisted in a total overhaul
of all PowerPoint presentations, map development,
Another remote delivery effort began in March
graphics, course design guides, and testing material. It
2020 amid the COVID outbreak. SAIC began a new Task would have taken the facility staff months, at the very
Order providing assistance to ATC facilities helping devel- least, to accomplish what the SAIC CTS team completed
op radar simulation scenarios. We leveraged Zoom and
in days and weeks.”
other collaborative tools to provide scenario development
support to 40+ ATC Level 5 and 6 facilities that did not
These are just a few examples of the work SAIC’s
typically receive contractor support. Our team of four sce- CTS team performs supporting over 200 FAA facilities
nario development experts works remotely with individual across the country every day. We are a proud partner of
facilities to catalogue and update their scenario library,
the PWC and the FAA and have been honored to do our
including meeting the new FAA Order 3120.4R requirepart to help keep training moving forward during these
ments.
challenging times. Like all of you, we look forward to a
return to normalcy and continuing to help train the FAA’s
We chose Juli Jonas for this select team based
current and future controller workforce.
on her years of experience as a controller, instructor and
skilled scenario developer. According to Juli, “Being on
the task has been a great learning experience. I not only
share my ideas with facilities but they share their ideas,
then we integrate those ideas with other team members
and other facilities. The work is both challenging and rewarding and it is a huge plus to know we are helping folks
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